Abstract-We present a novel knowledge-based system to automatically convert real-life engineering drawings to content-oriented high-level descriptions. The proposed method essentially turns the complex interpretation process into two parts: knowledge representation and knowledge-based interpretation. We propose a new hierarchical descriptor-based knowledge representation method to organize the various types of engineering objects and their complex high-level relations. The descriptors are defined using an Extended Backus Naur Form (EBNF), facilitating modification and maintenance. When interpreting a set of related engineering drawings, the knowledge-based interpretation system first constructs an EBNF-tree from the knowledge representation file, then searches for potential engineering objects guided by a depth-first order of the nodes in the EBNF-tree. Experimental results and comparisons with other interpretation systems demonstrate that our knowledge-based system is accurate and robust for high-level interpretation of complex real-life engineering projects.
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INTRODUCTION
C AD and CAM systems have been widely used in the engineering industries, and many new design problems have been addressed using CAD/CAM tools. In addition, since most engineering tasks involve modifications of existing designs [1] , [2] , there are a huge number of 2D CAD drawings (DXF/IGES format) in active use, creating a strong commercial demand for automatic interpretation systems to reuse previous design contents.
The aim of such interpretation systems is to convert engineering drawings which are represented by graphical primitives into high-level descriptions. This conversion process extracts not only accurate shapes and attributes of engineering entities but also their complex relations like references and duplication. An engineering entity here refers to an interpretation target in the given engineering drawings, such as a domain-independent dimension or a domain-dependent engineering object.
High-level interpretation of engineering drawings is an open and challenging problem, especially for complex reallife engineering drawings [3] , [4] , [5] . Most existing interpretation methods yield good results from raster line engineering drawings to low-level vectors [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , but few methods proceed to use geometric reasoning and recognition processes to recover high-level descriptions. Several reasons may explain this situation. First, how to represent contextual knowledge that describes drawing conventions efficiently and robustly is admittedly a hard problem [3] , [4] , [41] . Some knowledge-based systems use the "rules + inference" representations to obtain low-level vectors [8] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] ; however, such unstructured rules are not amenable to content-oriented analysis due to their limited ability to describe complex relations of various types of high-level entities in real-life engineering drawings. Second, a real-life drawing does not only contain geometric shapes but also indicates their constraints and interactions. Therefore, an accurate high-level interpretation system must rely strongly on the extraction of relations among engineering entities. Unfortunately, such complex relations are not easy to represent. Last, high-level interpretation systems are more difficult to adapt to frequent variations in real-life applications.
By observing the architects' understanding processes, we conclude that automatic high-level interpretation should be largely driven by explicit graphical constraints and implicit reasoning. Explicit graphical constraints, which typically include connection, parallelism, and intersection of graphical primitives, can guide the shape searching processes of potential engineering entities. Implicit reasoning is used to extract the hidden contents (e.g., omissions, symmetry, and references) in engineering drawings. In the understanding processes, it is necessary to check for consistency or retrieve detailed attributes. Reasoning always requires back and forth cross-referencing between different parts of a drawing or between different drawings. Such nonlinear jumps are drawing-content-based and are unpredictable, making the interpretation processes complicated.
Based on our analysis, we believe that there are two core problems in high-level interpretation: how to represent the complex engineering knowledge in engineering drawings clearly and efficiently, and how to use the knowledge-based representation to linearly interpret complex high-level engineering drawings. An efficient knowledge representation should first describe the geometric compositions of engineering entities and their implicit relations clearly, respecting potential variations in real-life applications, then supports the retrieval of desired high-level design contents as accurately and robustly as possible. The representation must include implicit relations, which can help to speed up the searching processes and improve accuracy. Finally, under the guidance of a well-defined knowledge-based representation, potential engineering entities can be searched sequentially from the input complex real-life engineering drawings.
This paper has two main contributions: 1) We propose a new hierarchical descriptor-based knowledge representation method to organize the various types of engineering objects with complex high-level relations, and 2) we develop a new interpretation system based on the proposed knowledge representation method to convert real-life engineering drawings to content-oriented high-level descriptions. We first manually identify typical explicit and implicit domain knowledge for high-level analysis from a large number of real-life engineering drawings, and then clearly define this knowledge in an Extended Backus Naur Form (EBNF), facilitating modification and maintenance. During interpretation, our system loads a knowledge representation file and converts it to a tree structure, where nodes and edges represent potential engineering entities and their relations, respectively. Graphical recognition algorithms are embedded in the entity nodes. By depthfirst traversing the tree, our system easily converts the complex interpretation processes into a linear sequence of recognition functions. Our automatic interpretation system is efficient and robust since all of the possible explicit graphical constraints and implicit semantic relations have been well organized in appropriate levels in the tree to guide the automatic analysis process.
Our interpretation system can be applied to several reallife applications. For example, it allows the retrieval of design contents or the automatic verification of consistency among different drawings since the engineering entities and their relations have all been recognized. Similarly, the system can be used for achieving more accurate cost estimation and reconstruction of 3D models.
Comparing with previous interpretation systems for engineering drawings [20] , [30] , [35] , [36] , [38] , [48] , our system offers the following novelties: First, to the best of our knowledge, our system represents the first effort in high-level interpretation real-life complex engineering drawings. Second, rather than using "rules + inference" representations, we devise a descriptor-based knowledge representation method through analyzing the human's interpretation processes of complex high-level engineering drawings. With the knowledge descriptors defined in EBNF, various types of engineering entities and their complex relations can be represented easily and clearly. Third, the system is easy to maintain by simply modifying the EBNF-based descriptors to adapt to frequent variations of real-life engineering projects. Unlike hard-coded interpretation systems, our system can be easily extended to other engineering domains by replacing the corresponding knowledge representation file.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the existing techniques for automatic engineering drawing interpretation. The characteristics of typical reallife engineering drawings are explained in Section 3. Section 4 classifies some typical engineering knowledge for high-level drawing interpretation and presents an overview of our knowledge-based interpretation system. Section 5 first describes our knowledge representation strategies, which are inspired by the human's understanding processes and play a crucial role in the success of our system, and then presents a new hierarchical knowledge representation method obeying the proposed strategies. Section 6 describes our knowledge-based interpretation system to identify high-level engineering entities. Experiment results and discussions are presented in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 provides a summary of this work.
RELATED WORK
Machine interpretation of engineering drawings has been an active area since the late 1970s [5] and a large number of computational methods have been proposed to identify geometry parts of engineering significance. Existing engineering interpretation methods may be roughly classified into five categories, depending on the basic technique they rely on: pixel-level knowledge-independent [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [22] , [23] , pixel-level knowledge-dependent [13] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [20] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , vectorial-level knowledge-independent [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , vectorial-level knowledge-dependent [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] , and hybrid systems [8] , [40] , [41] .
Pixel-level knowledge-independent techniques are the earliest proposed for raster-to-vector conversion. The basic idea is to search for a set of low-level geometrical features in rasterized line engineering drawings using pixel-trackingbased [9] , [10] , thinning-based [42] , contour-based [43] , or run-graph-based [44] methods. Some recent methods improve both the accuracy and robustness [6] , [7] , [11] , [22] , [23] . These methods are general for interpreting paperbased drawings; however, since knowledge is not used in the interpretation processes, only low-level vectors can be extracted.
Pixel-level knowledge-dependent techniques focus more on using knowledge to interpret engineering drawings. The ANON system of Joseph and Pridmore [16] uses a series of schema classes to describe prototypical drawing constructs, with the schema instances containing a geometrical description and a number of C/C++ functions. Dori and Liu [45] design an improved MDUS system, whose core is a hierarchy of graphic object classes, each containing specialized object recognition algorithms. Other knowledge-aided systems have been proposed to search line networks [18] , dimensions [26] , or geometric structure [17] from paper drawings. However, the knowledge in these systems is still in low-level forms and only simple entities can be extracted. High-level knowledge, such as implicit semantic relations, is rarely discussed. Recently, Coü asnon et al. [27] , [28] , [29] presented a generic DMOS system which is based on a grammatical language and an associated parser to recognize table structures. DMOS is effective in recognizing structured documents that can be hierarchically defined by graphical primitives. However, its recognition process is still linear, driven only by explicit graphical definitions. Therefore, it is difficult to apply DMOS to the automatic interpretation of engineering projects composed of a large number of implicitly related engineering entities and drawings.
Vectorial-level knowledge-independent techniques are widely used in graph-based systems to recognize geometric shapes. Bimber et al. [30] use BNF grammars and Caetano et al. [31] use fuzzy relational grammars to describe shape information. Mahoney and Fromherz [32] use a graphbased language to model and recognize stick drawings. Unfortunately, these systems lack the ability to describe nonshape domain information, which is critical in the interpretation of complex drawings.
Vectorial-level knowledge-dependent techniques have been proposed to achieve better quality interpretation results in a wider range of applications, such as mechanic engineering drawings, electronic circuit diagrams, architectural, or chemical engineering drawings and network diagrams. Parbhu and Pande [37] implement a system for extracting entity features from CADD engineering drawings using string-based syntactic pattern recognition. Zhi et al. [35] develop a graph-based approach AUG to capture architectural information originally produced by designers in CAD plans and rebuild the topological relationships. However, since knowledge is hard-coded, these systems are not easily extensible to other domains [41] , [46] .
Hybrid techniques divide interpretation processes into two stages: Domain-independent rules are first used to segment vectors from a paper form drawing, then a drawing interpretation subsystem works in concert with a set of domain-specific matchers to classify high-level targets. Since such systems are in fact a combination of the above techniques, they have similar discussed shortcomings.
Other approaches can be used to supplement automatic interpretation systems, such as the LEDCONS system of Su and Lin [33] . It performs syntactic level drawing interpretations based on the strategy of embedding them within the processes of human editing in an interactive fashion.
Unlike the proposed knowledge-based system, most of the above methods aim at achieving low-level processing or simple entities recognition and very few studies have analyzed the representations of complex engineering knowledge for high-level interpretation [40] . Earlier, our research group designed a series of low-level algorithms for engineering drawing analysis [18] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] . We later continued our research to high-level recognition and 3D reconstruction [26] , [38] , [39] , [47] , [48] . This paper presents our new knowledge-based system for high-level interpretation of complex real-life engineering drawings.
CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
Engineering drawings are complex documents intended as a means of communication among engineers [16] . Entities in engineering drawings have variable types, numbers, and groupings of text or lines. Although drawing standards can aid designers, they do not completely specify the allowable contents of any given drawing.
Through examining hundreds of real-life engineering drawings, we conclude that a typical complex engineering drawing is in fact a three-level hybrid representation: scale, schematic, and internal representations. Scale representations are accurate geometrical projections of engineering entities [20] . Schematics include various types of shortcuts, e.g., details may be led out by connected lines, while attribute annotations of symmetrical entities are omitted by adding dot-and-dash symmetrical axes. Internal representations capture implied semantics and relations in engineering drawings. Schematic and internal representations are used because they simplify drawings; however, they pose challenges to automatic analysis in high-level interpretation systems. Fig. 1 illustrates the different levels of representations in two drawings of a small tower project. Figs. 1a and 1b are, respectively, a beam drawing and a slab drawing of the same floor, with the beam drawing containing the details of columns and beams, while the slab drawing contains the details of slabs. Scaled contours of engineering entities, such as columns, walls, beams, slabs, holes, staircases, and windows, are drawn. Since internal steel structures are difficult to describe in a plan drawing, a column section view with detailed attributes is laid out schematically by an ellipse and a line in Fig. 1a . The contour of the section view is also helpful for searching other columns in the tower project. Certain internal representations, including relations and semantics of different entities or drawings, are not explicitly drawn but rather implied in Fig. 1 . For instance, since both drawings are very similar: The engineering entities are of the same shapes and appear in the same locations in both drawings, the interpretation of one figure can be speeded up once the entities in another figure are recognized. Consistency can be checked simultaneously for these two drawings. Another example of implicit representation is the long vertical line in the middle of Fig. 1a , which represents the symmetry axis of the floor plan layout. Once an engineering entity is recognized on one side of the symmetry axis, the other side can be searched immediately.
Our knowledge-based system considers all three levels of representations to interpret complex engineering drawings accurately and robustly.
KNOWLEDGE ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Typical Knowledge in Real-Life Engineering Drawings
We classify the knowledge in engineering drawings into explicit and implicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge includes engineering entities with obvious geometric shape definitions, their related dimension sets, and annotations. Some shapes are common across many domains, but others are specific to a certain domain. Implicit knowledge is more or less at the crossroad of art and engineering, and includes the following most common classes:
. Multiview. The same engineering entity is often described in several related views in the same drawing. Different views are not necessarily of the same scale because their dimension sets can provide consistent coordinates. . Abbreviation. To avoid repetitions, designers use implicit forms (e.g., details supplied textually) to simplify drawings. . Reference. Leading lines and text are used to refer to the detailed parts in the same drawing. Sometimes implicit forms (e.g., different entities having the same name) may be used. We call the detailed one a reference source, while the simplified one a referencer. . Inheritance. The same entity may appear several times in different drawings. For instance, an entity may appear in drawing A with all of the details (name, contour shape, internal structure, annotations, location and dimension sets), but appears in another drawing B with only its name and schematic contour. We refer to the object having details as an inheritance source, and the others as inheritors. . Reflection. A symmetry axis is used to imply reflection relation. Details are drawn in one side, while the other side may be greatly simplified. We call the detailed one a reflection source, while the reflected one as a reflecter. . Size constraints, such as dimensions or size annotations. . Schematics and other personal style preferences. Fig. 2 is an illustration that loosely characterizes the output of the proposed system, describing the explicit and implicit knowledge extracted from Fig. 1 . Fig. 2a shows the hierarchical structure of the schematic column section view in Fig. 1a . The section view has three parts: dimension, name, and shape. Each part may be further composed of lower level components or basic graphical primitives. For instance, the shape comprises an external contour of the column entity and its internal structure. Fig. 2b shows two types of implicit knowledge: reference and reflection. Details of the column entities can be found in the schematically referred section view. That is, the section view is a reference source, while the other column entities are referencers. References may guide jumps in the same drawing or between different drawings. Reflections are implied by symmetry axes, which always guide jumps within the same drawing. Fig. 2c illustrates another type of implicit knowledge: inheritance. Once the entities and their details (inheritance sources) in Fig. 1a are found, we can immediately search for the inheritors in Fig. 1b at the corresponding locations. Inheritances always guide jumps among different drawings and help speed up interpretation processes.
Generally speaking, explicit knowledge is the "visible" contents in an engineering drawing which have to be searched by shape matching algorithms, while implicit knowledge is "hidden" information which needs to be predicted, reasoned, or understood based on a well-defined knowledge representation in an automatic interpretation system.
System Overview
The above-discussed types of knowledge in real-life engineering drawings inspire our design of an automatic interpretation system in three aspects. First, during the knowledge representation phase, we need to consider both the explicit geometric shape definitions of a target entity and its potential implicit constraints with other engineering entities. Second, during the automatic interpretation phase, the system should be able to freely switch among different types of knowledge to drive the interpretation processes back and forth among related drawings. Third, implicit knowledge is more reliable, considering the variations in shape definitions and the frequent occurrence of imprecisely drawn engineering entities. For instance, the existence of a simplified entity means there has to be another corresponding detailed source entity, or a potential drawing error. Therefore, in an interpretation system, explicit geometric definitions can be used as recognition entrances, while implicit constraints may be used to guide succeeding graphical reasoning or consistency checking.
Based on the above analysis, we design a novel knowledge-based interpretation system. Fig. 3 shows the architecture, which is composed of a knowledge representation and a knowledge-based automatic interpretation subsystem.
We first predefine the domain knowledge and store it in descriptor-based representation files (see Section 5 for details). Due to the complexity of architecture drawings [4] , our group has cooperated with an architect and a structural engineer for a couple of years to analyze the characteristics of the domain-knowledge-independent entities (i.e., dimensions and grid lines) and various types of domain-knowledge-dependent architectural targets. We collect representations of these entities from different regions in China, extract their common features, and find their implicit constraints under the guidance of the architect and structural engineer. Each knowledge representation file includes the explicit and implicit knowledge of a specific type of engineering drawings. Then, the CAD drawings of an engineering project are imported for interpretation (paper drawings can be scanned, vectorized, and converted to CAD descriptions using commercial vectorization software).
The interpretation subsystem is the core module of our system. It is composed of a knowledge interpreter, a knowledge parser, and an entity searcher. The knowledge interpreter first selects and loads a corresponding knowledge file according to the type of the input drawings to be interpreted, then reorganizes it into a tree structure. In this tree, nodes represent potential engineering entities, and edges represent the relations of the entities. Recognition algorithms are associated with the entity nodes. Then, the knowledge parser performs a depth-first search for the target engineering entities from the root node to traverse the entire knowledge tree. When visiting a node in the tree, the parser extracts the function names and transfers them to the entity searcher. The latter invokes the recognition functions associated to that node to search for the desired entity in the given set of drawings. Related parameters are sent to the entity searcher simultaneously. In this way, the nodevisiting sequence is actually converted to a series of recognition or interpretation functions. Since the potential explicit and implicit engineering knowledge is predefined in the representation file, engineering entities can be identified more accurately.
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
In this section, we first describe our analysis of the human understanding processes and propose some strategies for representing knowledge. Then, we present a new hierarchical knowledge representation method that obeys the proposed representation strategies for automatic analysis of complex real-life engineering drawings.
Knowledge Representation Strategies
Human Understanding Processes
Through working with different engineers, we find that, although there are differences in their detailed human understanding processes, they consciously or unconsciously obey some common rules to interpret engineering targets. For instance, given a set of related architectural drawings, they always prefer to first read the annotated introduction to learn the default settings, then read the different floor drawings sequentially from bottom to top floor, respecting the mechanical constraints of a building. When interpreting a certain drawing, the architects first find grid lines to align with other drawings, and then quickly locate the entities of interest by searching their typical compositions, i.e., name text. If the details of an entity were found to be omitted in the given drawing, the architects would turn to search for its corresponding source entity in another related drawing.
For the purpose of designing an automatic interpretation process for engineering drawings, an efficient human understanding approach more or less involves (but is not limited to) the following steps:
1. Identify the engineering entities to be interpreted. To interpret any engineering drawing, the human reader must first decide what entities are of interest and clearly define these entities that may appear. 2. Sequence the interpretation processes properly. Simplifications and shorthand that can be well understood by human readers are necessarily used in real-life drawings to reduce complexity. Cross-referencing is unavoidable since the same entity may appear more than once in drawings. Therefore, given an interpretation target entity, the reader needs to dynamically sequence the interpretation processes in a proper order to obtain correct interpretation results. 3. Interpret entities in an integrated environment. Entities often cannot be interpreted as isolated targets since they are usually semantically related to others in the drawings. A typical example is the three-view representation where all three views of an entity need to be considered simultaneously in order to correctly interpret an entity. Inspired by these specific human understanding processes, we propose the oriented, ordered, and integrated strategies in designing our new knowledge representation method, rather than using the existing unstructured "rules + inference" engine methodologies.
Oriented, Ordered, and Integrated Strategies
Oriented strategy means that various types of engineering entities need to be predefined clearly and well organized in a knowledge representation. Ordered strategy implies that potential entities in the knowledge representation should have different recognition or analysis priorities. Integrated strategy emphasizes the importance of relations among the entities. These strategies have been proven to be effective for high-level interpretation in our experiments.
Oriented strategy. A real-life engineering project has a large number of graphical primitives and various types of engineering entities. When interpreting a given project, we need to clearly predefine the knowledge pertinent to the possibly existing engineering entities: their potential compositions, constraints, and relations with other interpretation entity, as well as implicit descriptions that may speed up the interpretation process (e.g., reflections, references, and inheritances). With the interpretation entities clearly predefined, searching areas can be reduced to improve efficiency and accuracy.
Ordered strategy. To avoid unnecessary jumps between different drawings, the order of interpreting various types of engineering entities is important. A well-defined interpretation sequence improves not only the accuracy but also the robustness and efficiency. Considering the tower project as an example, some typical sequences for automatic interpretation are as follows:
. A higher floor of the tower is restricted by the floor below it due to mechanic constraints. Thus, a bottom-up process for automatic interpretation is necessary. . Source entities (e.g., reference sources or inheritance sources) need to be searched prior to the others. . Various components of an engineering entity have different contributions to automatic recognition. Obvious features (i.e., a name text) should be searched first since they often can speed up the analysis. Integrated strategy. The interpretation process should rely on an integrated environment, rather than isolated graphical definitions. To correctly recognize an engineering entity, not only its internal graphical compositions need to be recognized, its environment often provides keystone judgment and thus must also be considered.
To illustrate the three strategies, Fig. 4 shows some interpretation processes for the tower project. The dimensions in Figs. 1a and 1b are first recognized to build the global coordinates. Then, the reference source column section view in Fig. 1a is analyzed, obtaining the name text, the internal steel structure, and the external contour. Then, the recognition of the referencer column entities in Fig. 1a can be done quickly, first by searching for the name texts and then, if not found, by shape matching. After that, the corresponding inheritor column entities in Fig. 1b can be searched immediately. Other types of engineering entities are searched similarly.
Hierarchical Knowledge Representation Method
As previously mentioned, how to represent the contextual knowledge that describes drawing conventions is admittedly a hard problem [3] , [4] , [38] . For high-level interpretation of complex engineering drawings, the challenge of designing an efficient and robust knowledge representation lies with how to organize well a large number of potential engineering entities and their relations, especially their unpredictable nonlinear cross referencing. Such jumps are necessary and are often important for referring to detailed attributes, maintaining consistency, or checking conflicts.
The large number of rules used by most existing knowledge representation methods complicates the interpretation problem. Rules are useful for describing static graphical compositions of a given engineering entity; however, their unstructured static nature makes describing various interacting relations among engineering entities difficult. Moreover, a small variation in the domain knowledge often brings about a number of chained modifications to the rules, making such a system difficult to maintain or adapt. Therefore, rulebased systems are not a preferred choice to represent complex high-level engineering knowledge.
We need a simple and effective representation method to describe both the various types of engineering knowledge and the complex interpretation processes. Through analyzing a large number of real-life engineering drawings, we conclude that automatic interpretation is, in fact, composed of a series of condition-driven processes. To successfully interpret an engineering entity, a set of corresponding conditions needs to be checked first. Some of these conditions specify graphical compositions, some serve to speed up the searching process or check consistency. Since each condition may involve other engineering entities, jumps are automatically performed during the interpretation processes. Such condition-driven processes are useful to interpret complex real-life engineering projects that are composed of dozens of large and complex engineering drawings.
For illustration, we still consider the tower project shown in Fig. 1 . To automatically extract the details of any slab entity in Fig. 1b , the following condition-driven considerations are necessary:
. In Fig. 1b , to search for the potential slab entities, the contours of the inheritor columns need to be searched and removed first because each slab is supported by the related columns. . To search for the inheritor columns, the inheritance source columns in Fig. 1a , including the reference source column section view and the other referencer columns, need to be searched first. . To search for the referencer columns in Fig. 1a , the source column section view need to be searched first to provide details. . The two coordinate systems of Figs. 1a and 1b need to be aligned for inheritance. As a result, the final automatic condition-driven interpretation process is as follows: First, the dimensions in Figs. 1a and 1b are searched and integrated into the global coordinates. Next, the reference source column section view in Fig. 1a is searched to provide detailed attributes (i.e., name and shape) for the column entities. Then, the referencer columns are recognized through shape matching. Once the referencer columns in Fig. 1a are found, their shape coordinates are transformed to Fig. 1b to search for the inheritor columns rapidly. By removing the graphical primitives of the recognized dimensions and inheritor columns from Fig. 1b , the potential slab entities are finally searched accurately according to their graphical composition definitions due to the simplified search space. An automatic interpretation system that misses any of the above steps, or performs them in a different order, would produce inaccurate or incorrect interpretation results of the slab entities.
We propose to represent these conditions as knowledge descriptors. The condition-driven interpretation processes are then essentially divided into two parts: knowledge representation and knowledge-based interpretation. Engineering domain knowledge is first represented in the form of knowledge descriptors, obeying the proposed oriented, ordered, and integrated strategies. Each engineering entity is identified by a specific set of descriptors, called its effective descriptors. Then, to interpret the engineering drawings of a project, descriptors are loaded and visited to recognize target entities in the drawings. With each target entity represented by a set of effective descriptors, the unpredictable condition-driven interpretation processes are essentially converted into a series of definite linear descriptor-visiting processes.
Generally speaking, there are four levels of interpretation targets: project, drawing, engineering entity, and graphical primitive. A project is composed of a set of related engineering drawings, and each drawing is composed of many related engineering entities. Simple engineering entities are composed of elementary graphical primitives, such as text and lines, while complex entities can be described hierarchically as a combination of composite entities. Each interpretation target in the four levels is only represented with its effective descriptors.
Knowledge Descriptors
As mentioned, knowledge descriptors are used to represent the interpretation conditions of an engineering target. Based on their usage, we classify the descriptors into two categories: internal descriptors and external descriptors. Internal descriptors depict the possible internal compositions for identifying a target entity, while external descriptors describe relations and interactions with other engineering targets. External descriptors always lead to jumps among different targets.
The following are three typical types of internal descriptors:
. . External necessary object (ENO). An ENO is a necessary and reliable entity which needs to be identified before starting the analysis of a specific engineering target. For instance, without the corresponding beam drawing, the interpretation of a given slab drawing would not be accurate. Therefore, the corresponding beam drawing is an ENO of a slab drawing. . External source object (ESO). The ESO of an engineering entity is its corresponding source entity with detailed attributes. For instance, the section view in Fig. 1a is an ESO of the referencer columns. Without the ESO information, the interpretation results of a simplified engineering entity would not be accurate. . External flagging object (EFO). An EFO flags the existence of an engineering target. For instance, in Fig. 1a , the name text "C1" is used to flag the existence of the section view. Detection of an EFO can speed up searching processes. . External leading method (ELM). An ELM identifies the relation between an ENO, ESO, or EFO and another entity. The most frequently used is the distance-ELM, i.e., nearest graphical distance of two entities. In Fig. 1a , the EFO text "C1" is related to the section view through distance-ELM. In complex drawings, graphical-ELMs are often used to lead an entity to a blank space to avoid overlapping or interferences. For example, the ellipse and the line in Fig. 1a that lead out to the section view form a graphical-ELM. In addition, boundary-ELMs involving special shapes are also commonly used, such as a cloud shape emphasizing its surrounded text. . External source-tracking method (ESM). An ESM indicates how a target entity searches for its ESO. Based on the typical implicit engineering knowledge discussed earlier, we classify ESMs into referenceESMs, inheritance-ESMs, and reflection-ESMs. . External dimension-direction constraint (EDC). EDCs define the dimensional and directional relation between an interpretation target and its ENOs. Dimension sets in an engineering drawing often provide constraints to determine whether or not a recognition result is correct. Directions may also be helpful for checking the recognition results, or reducing searching spaces.
Descriptor-Based Hierarchical Knowledge Representation
We devise an EBNF description method to clearly define the engineering knowledge. The existing BNF has the following three meta-symbols:
. "::=": means "is defined as,"
. "|": means "or," and . "<>": used to surround a category name. We introduce six new meta-symbols, "_", "*", "[]", "{}", "&", and "()", to describe our internal and external descriptors. The usage and examples of the six extended meta-symbols are listed in Table 1 .
To represent the domain knowledge for a given type of engineering projects, we analyze a large number of typical drawings. For illustrative purpose, we again take the tower project as an example. Table 2 shows part of the extracted knowledge, represented as 11 descriptions, each being composed of an interpretation target name, knowledge descriptors, and meta-symbols. There are five levels of interpretation targets, with the complex engineering entities further represented through an intermediate entity level.
Description 1 specifies that an engineering project may constitute beam drawings and slab drawings. Descriptions 2 and 3 define the effective descriptors of a beam drawing and a slab drawing, respectively. Description 2 reveals the following engineering knowledge. First, in any beam drawing, dimensions are necessary because they are needed for integrating local coordinates into the global coordinates of the whole project. Second, there are at least one referencer column and one reference source beam in each beam drawing to support the building. Finally, the analysis sequence is defined as follows: dimensions ! referencer column ! referencer source beam ! referencer beam ! symmetry axis and reflector columns and beams. Description 3 differs from Description 2 in two aspects. First, Description 3 defines a necessary ENO descriptor, indicating that a slab drawing cannot be interpreted if the corresponding beam drawing is not found.
Second, Description 3 gives the ICO descriptors of the inheritor beam entities and the column entities in the slab drawing, indicating that these entities are necessary and need to be searched first under the guidance of their corresponding inheritance source entities during the interpretation processes. Types of guidance include coordinate transform and shape matching.
Descriptions 4 to 7 specify the effective descriptors of four engineering entities, namely, dimension, symmetry axis, referencer column, and reference source column. Description 8 defines an intermediate entity, i.e., a column name, which always constitutes a name feature text and a serial number. Descriptions 9 to 11 define the graphical primitives Fig. 1 of the entities or intermediate entities. Description 9 defines that a column name feature text is "c" or "C". Description 10 specifies that a column serial number is an integer, while Description 11 defines four possible types of shapes: L, T , I, and X. Descriptions at the graphical primitive level always lead to the invocation of a group of identification functions. This process of defining knowledge descriptors is performed manually with the help of experts. The proposed knowledge representation is easy to modify and maintain. A semiautomatically assistant tool may be possible for modeling the knowledge representation or checking consistency. Once knowledge is represented, it can be used to guide automatic interpretation processes.
KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERPRETATION
The core module of our interpretation system consists of a knowledge interpreter, a knowledge parser, and an entity searcher. When the engineering drawings of a project are input for interpretation, our system first selects and loads the relevant knowledge representation file according to the type of the engineering drawings, and then transfers the drawings and the knowledge file to the knowledge interpreter. The types of most input engineering drawings can be automatically identified by searching for the drawing name text, for instance, the name text "BEAM FLOOR OF TOWER AT LEVEL 53.05" of Fig. 1a implies that it is a beam floor drawing. If no such names exist, human interaction is sought to specify a drawing type.
The knowledge interpreter first converts the loaded hierarchical knowledge representation into an EBNF-tree structure. The EBNF-tree defines potential interpretation targets described by effective descriptors and their internal hierarchical relations. Consider the simple example with descriptors listed in Table 2 . When Description 1 is loaded, the constructed EBNF-tree contains only the root node of the tree shown in Fig. 5 . After Descriptions 2 and 3 are loaded, the entire tree shown in Fig. 5 is constructed. Fig. 6 shows part of the EBNF-tree of a beam drawing after loading Descriptions 2 and 4-11.
In the EBNF-tree, a node is labeled with an engineering target name and its group of effective knowledge descriptors. An edge in the tree represents the relations of the two nodes it connects. For instance, the two edges in Fig. 5b imply that both beam drawings and slab drawings are effective ICOs of the project. That is, when interpreting such a project, the first step is to search for its beam drawings and slab drawings. A leaf of the tree is either an elementary graphical primitive or an identification function. For instance, the leaf named "line segment" means that an associated identification function is invoked to search for a suitable line segment. Next, the knowledge parser traverses from the root of the tree in a depth-first manner. The traversal order in fact represents the analysis sequence. As an example, the depth-first traversal sequence is also indicated in Fig. 6 . Notice that the source reference columns are searched prior to their referencers. If no such reference columns are found, the searching of referencer columns can be pruned earlier to speed up the interpretation process. Therefore, the traversal sequence is also a dynamic process for different engineering projects, even though they use the same static knowledge EBNF-tree.
When visiting a leaf node, the knowledge parser extracts the analysis functions associated with that node and transports them to the entity searcher. The entity searcher invokes the functions in a function library and searches for the interpretation targets in the given engineering drawings. In this way, the recognition and interpretation processes are driven by the EBNF-tree.
Under the guidance of the EBNF-tree, the entity searcher may return two types of search results each time: success or failure. For entities that are precisely drawn in the given drawings, the entity searcher finds and returns the target entity as expected. For entities where the drawing rules are not followed precisely, or for unexpected entities not covered in the knowledge base, the entity searcher records the searching area, creates a warning message, and returns a failure result. After the automatic interpretation process terminates, the user can double click on a warning message and the corresponding failure area would be zoomed in for further manual consistency-checking or interaction. As a result, the succeeding error-checking and manual interaction process for bad-quality drawings is in fact semiautomatically guided by the EBNF-tree, making the system more robust and efficient.
The EBNF-tree obeys our proposed oriented and integrated interpretation strategies. All information of a potential interpretation target, including its internal graphical composition and external relations with other highlevel engineering entities, is definitely defined. Suppose there are two nodes A and B, representing the reference source entity of the section view and the corresponding referencer entity in Fig. 1a , respectively. If A is a son of B, then the reference source entity is recognized before the referencer during the depth-first traversal, guiding the successful recognition of the referencer entity. However, if B is a son of A, then the referencer would have to be directly searched in a complex environment without any guidance. Worse, if there is no path from A to B in the tree, the interpretation system would have no idea how to transfer the detailed attributes from A to B. Since different subtrees may generate different interpretation results, the subtrees play an important role in an accurate, efficient, and robust automatic high-level interpretation system.
Comparing with rule-based methods, the proposed system has the following improvements. First, each interpretation target is only represented as a group of simple descriptors, making the domain knowledge readable and more convenient for manual maintenance. A trained user without programming background would be able to customize the descriptors of an interested target step by step. Second, variations of prior knowledge will not bring about chained modifications since knowledge has been organized hierarchically and structurally. Finally, and most importantly, dynamic interpretation processes can be easily customized by only reordering, adding, removing, or modifying the "static" descriptors of an engineering target. Therefore, the proposed system is more convenient and flexible to represent complex high-level knowledge for the purpose of automatic interpretation.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have implemented the proposed knowledge-based interpretation system in Visual C++ 6.0. We collected 30 typical real-life architectural engineering projects, containing 271 architectural engineering drawings altogether, from Nanjing, Shenzhen, and Hong Kong, and categorize the projects into three groups A, B, and C according to their complexities. They are comprised of 19 types of architectural engineering drawings, such as drawings of column sections and column plans, beam sections and beam plans, wall sections, slab plans, staircases, roofs, basements, and several types of structured tables.
As previously mentioned, we first extract common features of various types of architectural entities and find their implicit constraints under the guidance of an architect and a structural engineer. After that, we represent these entities as knowledge descriptors in XML format files, which are suitable for organizing and checking hierarchical data. During interpretation, our system loads the drawings of the project to be interpreted and the corresponding XML files. Then, by depth-first traversing the EBNF_Tree, the corresponding functions are invoked to search for the targets in the input drawings. Table 3 shows the recognition sequence of some typical architectural engineering entities and their recognition rates. The results reflect the following facts about our system. First, those entities which only have internal descriptors are searched before those with both internal and external descriptors. The identification of entities which only have internal descriptors does not need jumps among drawings to check complex relations. Once their graphical compositions and their internal constraints are verified, such entities are identified with high confidence. Therefore, as shown in Table 3 , dimensions and grid lines are first recognized, and have relatively high recognition rates. Second, the source entities are always searched before their corresponding simplified entities in our system. For example, as shown in Table 3 , reference source columns, beams, and slabs are found ahead of their corresponding referencer columns, beams, and slabs. The reason is that in the EBNF-tree, a source entity is always a necessary ESO of a potential simplified one. Only after the source entity is found can the simplified one be searched by shape matching or name matching in the drawing. Directly searching for the simplified entities in the given drawing often leads to a much lower recognition rates because only limited information can flag their existence. Finally, the sequence of recognized entities and their recognition rates in Table 3 demonstrate that our method successfully converts the complex jumps into a clearly predefined linear sequence. Under the guidance of complex high-level relations, our automatic interpretation system successfully identifies various engineering entities with high average recognition rates. Table 3 also shows that the average time costs of the three groups are 41 min, 3.6 min, and 1.7 min, respectively. Although our knowledge-based representation has clearly defined all of the possible existing engineering entities, we cannot predict with certainty whether or not a specific type of engineering entities exist in the given real-life engineering project. Therefore, our system has to spend extra time searching for those entities which in fact do not exist in the given project. Fortunately, the time cost is acceptable, especially compared with human interpretation processes, which usually need at least 20-40-fold cost.
The time cost for the searching processes may be reduced in several ways. For instance, when the knowledge parser extracts the name "reference source column" with the metasymbol "*", our system knows that there may exist one or more reference source column section views in the drawing. Then, there are two possible searching strategies: sequential or concurrent search. Figs. 7 and 8 show the searching processes for the reference source column section views using these two strategies. In our experiment, concurrent searching helps improve efficiency because the recognized graphical primitives can be quickly removed to reduce the remaining search space.
We believe that our approach also works for other drawing domains. We tested our approach on two other types of drawings: complex structured tables composed of text and graphs and flow charts. In fact, the tested tables and charts were contained in our collection of 30 typical real-life architectural engineering projects. For instance, a column template drawing may list all candidate column names, attributes, and the corresponding graphical section views in a structured complex table. After extracting the proper knowledge descriptors, the interpretation of such a template drawing is actually an automatic interpretation process of the structured tables.
In our experiments, we faced two types of failures: internalfailures and external-failures. To interpret a target engineering entity, internal-failures are caused by the following two reasons. First, its internal geometrical shape definitions are not well covered in the representation file. Second, its internal descriptors are well defined, but the given drawing is not drawn precisely. External-failures are also caused by two reasons. The first is similar to that of internal-failures: External descriptors are not covered in the knowledge representation file. The second is that external descriptors are well defined, but there are drawing errors like missing source entities, conflicting size annotations, etc. As mentioned previously, the system will record the corresponding area and creates a warning message for further manual checking or interaction when such a failure occurs.
Our experiments might be improved in several ways. First, the interpretation parameters might be calculated more intelligently. For instance, we set the distance threshold as the average height of all the text in the input engineering drawings. However, for the enlarged section view led out by the ellipse and the line in Fig. 1 , such a global distance threshold may not be suitable. How to calculate the various types of interpretation parameters is still a difficult problem. Second, our experiment only extracts typical high-level engineering knowledge based on real-life architectural drawings. To be generic, more analysis of other types of engineering drawings is necessary.
CONCLUSION
We present a knowledge-based system for automatic interpretation of engineering drawings. Our major contributions include a novel hierarchical descriptor-based knowledge representation method for high-level interpretation of complex real-life engineering drawings and a new knowledge-based interpretation system to convert real-life engineering drawings to content-oriented high-level descriptions. We apply our system to a number of real-life complex architectural engineering drawings, achieving our desired interpretation sequences, high recognition rates, and acceptable time cost. Our system can be easily applied to other engineering fields.
There are several possible future directions. We are investigating extensions including an improved representation for more types of domain knowledge helpful for highlevel analysis, automated learning of human feedback, and dynamic threshold calculation for recognition of different engineering entities. Another interesting area to explore is automatic or semiautomatic algorithms for generating knowledge-descriptors.
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